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Handwashing Songs 

After a while, singing Happy Birthday may get a little boring. Check out the songs below, you 
may find a new favorite to sing while washing your hands.  

 

Little Red Wagon:  

You can't ride in my little red wagon, the front wheel's broken and the axel's draggin'  
You can't ride in my little red wagon anymore today HA HA HA!!  
2nd verse same as the 1st but a whole lot louder and a whole lot worse!!  
You can't ride in my little red wagon, the front wheel's broken and the axel’s draggin'  
You can't ride in my little red wagon anymore today HA HA HA !!  
3rd verse same as the 1st but a whole lot Elmer Fudd and a whole lot worse!  
You can't wide in my wittle wed wagon, the front wheel's woken and the axel waggin'  
You can't wide in my wittle wed wagon anymore today HA HA HA!! 

Pizza Hut:  

A Pizza Hut, a Pizza Hut, Kentucky Fried Chicken and a Pizza Hut x2  
Mcdonald's, Mcdonald's, Kentucky Fried Chicken and a Pizza Hut x2  
A Big red car a big red car a mini mini mini and a big red car x2  
Ferrari Ferrari a mini mini mini and a big red car x2 

Top Notcher: 

I points to myself, Vas is das here?  Das is my top-notcher, ya mama dear. (Top of head)   
Top-Notcher, top-notcher, ya mama dear,  Das what I learned in der school, boom-boom.   
  
I points to myself , Vas is das here?  Das is my sweat browser, ya mama dear. (Wipe forehead)   
Sweat browser, top notcher, ya mama dear,  Das what I learned in der school, Boom, Boom.   
  
I points to myself , Vas is das here?  Das is my eye blinker, ya mama dear. (Eye)   
Eye blinker,  Sweat Browser,  Top Notcher; ya mama dear,   
Das what I learned in der school, Boom, Boom.   

 

 

 

 


